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President’s
Letter

Dear Sisters in Christ,

What a strange and
difficult couple of
months this has been! I
hope that as you read this,
you and your family remain safe, healthy, and
filled with the assurance of God’s love for us.
In our family, we have been working hard
to find a new normal for this period of
time. Seeking that new normal has
included establishing a new daily
schedule, finding creative ways
to mark time that seems to
run together without normal
calendar items to distinguish
one day or week from the next,
and brainstorming the fun and
important things we want to do
as a family during this period of
isolation.
We have also tried to find things we can look
forward to: things we can eagerly anticipate
while we wait through this hard time. As
Catholics, we can all relate to that, especially
right now as we eagerly anticipate the Easter
celebration after a long Lenten season.
MCCW also wants to help with this by giving
you many events and activities to look forward
to while we wait out this global crisis. This
issue will introduce you to several of those!

In the near term, we will be holding a virtual
Day of Reflection on Sunday, April 26, to
mark the feast day of our patroness, Our Lady
of Good Counsel. We are very excited about all
we have planned for that day and hope it will
be a special time of prayer and reflection in the
midst of this difficult season.
Further down the calendar, we are so excited
to announce that our 2020 -2021 schedule
of regional retreats is nearly complete. Our
regional teams have amazing events in store for
you. Stay tuned in the coming weeks for
a special announcement about the
next retreats - but enjoy a sneak
peek in this issue!
We are also overjoyed to be
moving closer to rescheduling
our postponed Forum 2020.
We aren’t quite there yet, but
as soon as we dot the i’s and
cross the t’s we will be excited to
share the details with you. And that
is something we can all look forward to
together!
We hope that looking forward to these events,
along with the other virtual opportunities we
are offering now through our social media
platforms, will bring you some joy. For now,
though, know that the MCCW team is holding
each of you in our prayers and that we can’t
wait to connect, unite, and inspire you in the
brighter days ahead.
Yours in Christ,
Kim Miller, President, 2018-2020
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Words of Encouragement

By: Paul Collins and Brad Easterbrooks,
AMS Co-Sponsored Seminarians who attended Forum
2018 in San Diego

Paul Collins shares: I try
to remember that every
cross is an opportunity for
spiritual growth, though
we may not see it. I think a
good place to start with the
current situation’s potential
for growth is in the following quote:
“Satan: “I will cause anxiety, fear, and
panic. I will cause churches to lock their
doors. I will cause Christians not to
worship together on Sunday. I will cause
the sacraments not to be given or received. I
will cause fights to break out at the grocery
stores and on social media and inside
the home. I will cause greater animosity
between nations. I will cause turmoil inside
and out.”
Jesus: “I will restore the family. I will bring
husbands and wives, mothers and fathers,
sons and daughters, brothers and sisters
closer together. I will greatly strengthen
the communal life of religious brothers and
sisters. I will greatly strengthen the spiritual
lives of my priests. I will bring dinner back
to the kitchen table and to the refectory. I
will help my children slow down their lives
and appreciate what really matters. I will

teach my children to rely on me and not
on what is of this world. I will deepen my
children’s faith in me. I will renew their
prayer life. I will deepen their love for me
and for one another.”
-Fr. Jerome Zeiler
This is my prayer for this time: that the
forced slow down of our lives brings
families closer to each other and gives
priests a chance to rediscover the heart of
their vocation, which is their relationship
with Christ.
Brad Easterbrooks
shares: During times
of uncertainty, I have
learned that we have an
even greater opportunity
to rely on God’s guidance.
Jesus assures us that no
matter the storm that rocks our boat, he
gives us a deep peace through our faith
and relationship with him (cf. Matt 8:2327). For the first time for many of us,
we lack access to a public mass, which
reminds us that there are many around the
world who do not ordinarily have access
continued on next page
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to the sacraments. We hunger for the
sacraments because they bring God’s grace
into our lives. I hope to use this time to
pray even more, in hopeful anticipation
of the day when we can return to mass as
a community to raise our voices together
in prayer. I
am keeping
everyone in
my prayers,
especially those
affected by this
virus. Keep
praying, because
Jesus is still
with us in the
boat. God bless
you this day.
Photo above: AMS co-sponosred seminarians Brad
Easterbrooks and Paul Collins with Denise Hummel San
Diego Forum 2018.

Volunteer Spotlight
Giant shout-out to the
Regional Teams in
each of MCCW’s
seven globespanning regions.
They have steppedup in so many big ways
in recent weeks to help connect, unite, and
inspire Catholic military women everywhere.
Ladies, we couldn’t do what we do without you!
Thank you!

Forum 2020 Update

By: Aly Tugaoen, Director of Forum 2020

As was announced, we have
postponed our April Forum
dates and are working
closely with the Riverwalk
Marriott in San Antonio
to reschedule this great
event. Stay tuned to all of
our social media platforms for
the most up-to-date information regarding
Forum 2020. We will announce a new date
as soon as we have one. Until then, please
continue to pray for our world, especially those
affected by this unprecedented pandemic.
If you have any questions about Forum 2020
itself please email me and I will be happy to
answer them.
As always, Peace and Aloha.
Aly Tugaoen, Director of Forum
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Celebrating 65 Years of MCCW
Signature Artistic Works by Lu Jewelry

Join us in celebrating the 65th Anniversary of MCCW by placing an order for our two signature
pieces of MCCW jewelry. Created by Artistic Works by Lu, in Leavenworth, Kansas, this unique
set is available for a limited time. To commemorate our 65th Anniversary, we are offering the
set for $65 and will ship to your home address in mid to late April. Additional shipping and
processing fees will be applied. A limited number of sets are available and orders are now being
accepted. Visit our website for more information.
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CWOC and Regional Updates
As COVID-19 has spread around the
world, most CWOC’s have curtailed their
in-person activities, but that doesn’t mean
that MCCW Regional and CWOC teams
are not working to connect, unite, and
inspire us during this trying time. Check
out regional MCCW Facebook pages for
resources, group prayers, live streamed
masses, and more. In particular, MCCW
Regions are coordinating worldwide prayers
throughout April.

Keeping our Kids Catholic, in which they had
over thirty people attend!
JB Elmendorf-Richardson
hosted a Pancake event

We still have some great events to share
though that occurred prior to quarantines.

RAF Lakenheath’s CWOC
hosted a Lenten retreat,
“A Brush with God,” an
introduction to painting
and praying with
icons, taught by a
local priest Fr. Luke
Goymore.

At the beginning of
February, Elizabeth Tomlin
visited Fort Meade’s
CWOC and shared Joyful
Momentum, her book on
growing and sustaining
vibrant women’s groups.
At the end of February,
Elizabeth Tomlin was
the guest speaker at
the Day of Reflection
for Hawaii. Fortyfive women listened
to Elizabeth
speak on Spiritual
Relationships and
Using Your Charism,
both subjects based
on chapters in Joyful
Momentum. The
evening session was also a
wonderful talk focused on

The Fort Carson
CWOC participated in
the garrison’s prayer
breakfast, where they
listened to the special
guest speaker, Oscar
Roan, a retired Cleveland Brown.
With the quarantine, Fort Carson’s CWOC
will be moving their events online. Join them
on the Fort Carson CWOC Facebook page
every Wednesday at 1900 MDT for a Lectio
Divina and Illuminated Rosary until mass
returns.
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Active Prayer

If you are a member of our Facebook
group, you might have seen my live video
on March 25 about active prayer resources.
If you didn’t witness me shivering while
experiencing an upstate New York “spring,”
check out these links to help you get moving
in body and the Spirit!
1) The Rosary Workout This book, by an Air
Force veteran and certified personal trainer,
recounts the history of the Rosary and
encourages readers to integrate strenuous
exercise techniques with meditative prayer.
If your runs have been getting stale, read
this for a challenge for body and soul.
2) Rosary High-Intensity Interval Training
(HIIT) Workout for Runners Inspired by the
book above, this is a 24-minute walk/jog/
run/sprint exercise that will put more
pep in your step, breaking up your
running routine.
3) Soul Core is prayerful
stretching to the Rosary
and Stations of the Cross,
available for online streaming
or on DVD.

4) Pietra Fitness “A Retreat for Body and
Mind,” Pietra Fitness is prayerful stretching
via online streaming or DVD; it has a
detailed Lenten Challenge, offering a variety
of exercises for this season.
5) UPDATE: The YouTube Rosary Workout
I discovered this right before I went live, so
I couldn’t testify to its effectiveness. One of
our commenters lauded its usefulness, so I
tried it. I thought these workouts would be
“cute”—they’re intense! These are cardio,
strength training, and stretching workouts
set to the mysteries of the Rosary and the
Divine Mercy chaplet. Honestly, I was
missing my gym and feeling discouraged
by my in-home workouts. This YouTube
channel has breathed fresh air into my
exercise routine. All postures are
linked to the mysteries, which
keeps me going. As a busy
mom, volunteer, and employee,
I am very grateful that this
workout permits me to multitask. I feel accomplished and
refreshed in body and spirit
when I complete each workout.
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Discernment at a Distance

By: Nancy Belmont, Director of Faith Formation

One of the blessings
of the COVID-19
isolation is the
elimination
of extraneous
distractions and
the desire (and
time!) to reconnect
with old friends. The
other day, I spoke
with a friend from our last duty station. She
struggled for many years with an important
family decision. She said the COVID crisis
quieted her life, led her to pray more, let
her treasure her family time, and made her
priorities clearer. She could more plainly hear
God calling her in a specific direction, and she
trusts He will provide. However, she admitted
to me, “discernment is hard!”
I agree. Discernment is difficult and very
personal. It is a process in which the Holy
Spirit guides us and gives us courage to act
when the time is right.

Last year, a friend recommended I discern for
this Director of Faith Formation position. My
initial reaction was very insistent: “NO! I am
TOO BUSY for that!”
However, I felt a persistent tug to consider
serving MCCW in this way. I could not
shake it. When I asked my husband about my
discernment, HE was very insistent: “YES!
That is a wonderful opportunity for you to
share your gifts with MCCW!”
Our local Catholic Women of the Chapel
(CWOC) boards are on the brink of transition
during a very uncertain time. Our chapel
group here at West Point has not met for
three weeks. Although there is currently a
stop movement on official travel, we all know
that this military life will grind on, our chapel
leaders will PCS, and new women need to
step up and share their gifts and talents to
enrich their chapel communities. Will you
take a moment in this time of quiet waiting to
discern how you can fill these essential roles?

continued on next page
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At my chapel group, we planned to do our
in-person board discernment in tandem with
our faith study, which concerns prayer. One
week was even centered around discernment:
we were set! Now we can’t meet “until further
notice.” It seems likely (and wise) that we
should discern in a new way, remotely, before
our summer break. How will we go about
doing this?
Happily, MCCW has
resources for you
about this very
topic, and we
are PROS
at “distance
discernment.”
While half
of our board
discerns in-person
at our Faith Formation
Forum, the other half uses
a telephonic discernment process. We have
discernment resources available on our website.
Go to mccw.org. At the top menu bar, select
“CWOC Resources.” From the drop-down
menu, choose “CWOC Discernment.”

For Current Chapel Leaders

• The Discernment Process
This document is your go-to guide for
leading the discernment process in your
chapel. It details the things you’ll need
to do to prepare your chapel group for
discernment, how to set up the process, and
takes you step-by-step through the prayerful
discernment method. These resources
can be customized for discernment via
teleconference or Zoom.

• Discernment Information Form
This form can be downloaded and
edited for use by your chapel to collect
information from women who may be
interested in discerning a leadership role
• Discernment Resource Packet
Prayers, lyrics and other tools your
chapel can use during the group
discernment process. Prayers can be read
over a discernment teleconference and
YouTube versions of the songs may be
played.

For Individual Discerners

• Beginning Personal Discernment
A straight-forward guide ready to
lead women through the personal
discernment process leading up to the
group discernment which includes
prayers and an assessment of spiritual
gifts. If you’re thinking of stepping up to
serve in your community, but you’re not
sure where to start, check out this guide.

This time of isolation is
challenging, but it also
provides some space
for us to reflect on
our gifts, abilities,
and desires. Take
the opportunity to
ponder, regroup, and
consider how you can
energize and enhance your
chapel group moving forward.
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Sustaining a Sacramental
Marriage in the Military

By: Bevin Landrum, Director of Communications

I’m lucky to have parents who
enjoyed a rich 75-year marriage
before my dad passed away.
They were married before World
War II started, and my dad was
still serving during the Korean
War. Five kids. Countless moves
and separations. Best friends to
the end.

truly unselfish. And building a
solid marriage is not easy work, in
case that wasn’t already obvious.

Tip #1

My in-laws have also been married for almost 50
years. They are from big families and through
Army service, work moves, and life changes
have always anchored themselves in the roots of
family.
Our families have set a good example for us and
encouraged us through rocky times. I am so
grateful because it can be difficult to sustain a
lifelong sacramental marriage in the military.
We needed support. Everyone needs support to
nurture their marriage.
I’m not sharing these tips because I’m an expert.
This quarantine time at home with my husband
has revealed that to be true. But, we have
managed to stay married for 26 years--all of it
“owned” by the military.
These six tips are what I refer to when I need
encouragement in my own marriage or am called
to support one of my military sisters. Marriage
always demands that we humble ourselves before
God, our husbands, and (sometimes) the military.
It requires us to explore what it means to be

The key to staying married
is to just stay married. Talk
about the obvious. Right?
Clearly we entered into a
sacramental marriage where two became one.
In our Pre-Cana classes, we were encouraged to
consider the new entity “us” and leave behind
words such as “me” or “I”. Your priest may have
asked if you were both indeed prayerfully ready
to go all-in with full commitment to your future
spouse, just as Jesus did with His bride, the
Church.
But in the back of our minds perhaps the fear
of failure lingered. Daily ups and downs,
deployment stress, and the constant moving
and uncertainty of a nomadic military life can
stretch a marriage. The little failures of a
spouse can wreak havoc on our perception of the
whole relationship. Divorce may even seem like
a fallback option.
Delete the divorce word from your
vocabulary right now! Period.
Agree with your spouse that under no
circumstances will either of you throw out that
threat in an argument. Don’t allow the idea
of divorce and separation to hold space in your
mind and heart. Failure is not an option. Pray

continued on next page.
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daily for God’s mercies on your marriage and
each other and for God to strengthen your
lifelong commitment to your spouse.
Goal Action: Wake up every day and commit to
staying sacramentally married.

Tip #2

Put the other person’s happiness ahead of
your own. This should be so ridiculously easy.
We love our spouses. We do! But we are also
human and imperfect. And Satan loves to
whisper in our ears that we deserve things and
that if our spouse really loved us, they would
never [insert your biggest pet peeve].
It’s such a slippery slope to begin prioritizing
your own desires over those that support your
marriage.
Know his favorite restaurant? Pick that to make
reservations on date night. Flip the radio station
to his tunes. Put back the new pair of shoes
and surprise him with a “just because” tool or
electronic gift. Pray for him to have a good day.
Let him waste five hours on football without
reminding him about the mile high grass.
Maybe you do this for 99
years and your spouse never
reciprocates. Not the point.
The point is that God will
meet you in your desire to
love your spouse more than
yourself, and He will reward
you with graces beyond what
a spouse can give. Your
spiritual bank will grow.

I have a hard time with
this one and make myself
refer often to my own tip.
The truth is that when I
am faithfully praying for
my husband and practicing
unselfishness, it has always
come back to me tenfold.
Goal Action: Do something
just for your spouse every
day.

Tip #3

Invest in your marriage. Choose your husband
over outside activities--even ones that may
seem worthwhile such as continuing education,
hobbies and time with friends, or part-time
work. None of those things is wrong, but if they
are solely for YOUR best and take away from
the core relationship and time for your marriage
then perhaps you should reconsider.
Dating your husband is a hot trend these days.
I don’t remember it being a thing when my kids
were little, but who had the money or a sitter?
However, you can create special, private time
with your spouse by going out or staying in as
your budget and schedules allow.
Don’t talk about the to-do list and don’t focus on
the looming PCS when you are on a date. Talk
about your future dreams, ask about stories you
may not have yet heard about your spouse (e.g.
their prowess on the baseball field or the time
they tipped the canoe over on the lake and lost
a favorite fishing pole). Share things you don’t
normally get to discuss with the kids around and
continued on next page.
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that helps you connect as partners in life.
This is also an awesome opportunity for
families in a parish to look after each
other and offer to swap childcare or for
empty nest families to support those with
littles at home.
Goal Action: Choose an action every
day that builds connection: a kiss
good-bye, nightly prayer together, a
special note tucked in a spot they will see.

Tip #4

Embrace the crazy life of a military family.
Our spouses chose a military career. For some
this was before we married them and for others
after. Either way though --we know they are
in the military and we agreed to this. We
didn’t agree to always like it and never feel
shortchanged, but we are in the game.
Note: If you are truly that unhappy as a military
family then talk to your spouse and pray about
whether remaining in the military is right for
your situation. For purposes of this tip, I’m
focusing on those who are opting to remain
active-duty families.
Our spouse’s happiness is often tied to their
career success and it can seem that we are
coming in second place. Who hasn’t said or
thought, “Well, if you loved me as much as you
love the military then…”?
Please, please do not set up the comparison
of you/family vs. the military. Don’t allow
yourself to compare your daily life with what

your civilian friends experience.
We all know a three-day
business trip is not the same as a
TDY or a deployment.
Let go of your expectations
for how the military should
treat your spouse, you, or your
family. The reality is that they
“own” your service member
and the more we respect that
position of authority in our lives the easier it
will be to manage our expectations and reduce
disappointments when they receive orders to leave
in two days, are extended in the field, or are
stuck doing the change of command inventories
while you are pre-op for emergency surgery.
Speak positively to your spouse and kids about
the military even in times of stress. How you
react often sets the tone for your whole family.
Try to avoid extra tension in your marriage
by not fighting this crazy slice of life we call
normal.
Goal Action: Recognize the authority of
the military in your life and let go of daily
expectations.

Tip #5

Surround yourself with those who are an
example of sacramental marriage. This may
be your parents or in-laws, other military couples,
couples in your local parish, or friends back
home. It can be very helpful to seek out couples
at different stages of marriage. This creates an
opportunity for you to bless others and to be
strengthened in your own marriage.
continued on next page.
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The important thing
is that every couple on
this list must believe in
a faithful, sacramental
marriage. They don’t
have to be perfect, but
they need to be authentic.
What good is a mentor or
peer support who won’t truly share their own
struggle and experiences for shared learning?
Even better if they will pray with you, are
trusted to speak the truth when you are not
listening, and will guard your private life with
the mantle of friendship and loyalty.
Goal Action: Support other married couples in
your life through daily prayer and friendship.

Tip #6

Look to the future of your marriage.
Remember that your children will grow up
and leave the two of you alone together. This
is normal. It is what we want to happen. But
it can feel so lonely when you experience the
first fledgling leaving and then later when
your nest is completely empty. It was a much
harder transition for us than reintegration after
deployment, the teenage years, or even when we
both worked and went to night school full-time.
But we found comfort in each other and the
reminder from our priest that at first there were
two. The couple unit is the foundation of the
home. The children are God’s blessing on the
marriage. But God has bestowed special graces
to the union of the husband and wife. Going
back to those roots helped us re-center and refocus on a new time in our lives.

This is an excellent chance to revisit that earlier
“date your husband” suggestion. Learn a new
hobby together. Spend more time in devotional
prayer or begin a shared Bible study for empty
nest couples in your parish.
Remember that, God-willing, you have many
more years to spend married to your spouse, and
the child-rearing years were but one part of that
sacramental commitment. God calls us to Him
and to nurture each other in new ways as our
marriage unfolds.
Goal Action: Listen to His words daily and He
will not leave you alone. God is present with
you in your marriage at every moment of every
day.
In closing, I’m going to share a bonus hack for
staying married -- apologize often and first.
My mama told me this one. She also said it
was the hardest part. That is so true! But, in a
pinch, when tensions are high -- it works like
a charm. Doesn’t matter if you think you are
wrong or not. Simply say,
“Honey, I am sorry. I love
you. I want to be married
to you forever.” There is
tremendous healing power
for marriages in those
words, even if it doesn’t
immediately feel like it.
Trust God to do the rest.
Remember, the secret to
staying married is to just
stay married.
16
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Ten Ideas to Walk Through
Lent With Your Women’s
Group
By: Elizabeth Tomlin, Director of Finance

During this liturgical season, we faithful
are asked to seek the Lord in prayer and
reading Scripture, to practice self-control
through fasting, and to serve by giving alms.
Lent is an ideal season to travel through
with your parish’s women’s group, because
when we partner with friends in praying,
fasting, and almsgiving, we keep each other
on track, bear each other’s burdens, and
deepen our faith and friendships. Even
if you don’t have a women’s group at your
parish, this season is a great time to reach
out to a sister in Christ and invite her to
accompany you through Lent.
St. Teresa of Ávila wrote that “men of
learning seem to get theology without much
effort. But we women need to take it all
in slowly and muse on it. We need to feel
it.” What’s more, we need to experience
the Christian life with the companionship
of other women. There are many ways
to experience Lent, but here are ten
ideas for joining with other women in
your community and to emulate the early
disciples on the road to Emmaus – they
accompanied each other as they came to
recognize Christ in their midst. If we walk
through Lent with sisters in Christ, we’re
bound to help each other through this
journey. Think about incorporating one of
these ideas into your community.

• Learn and practice a new devotion
together. Perhaps your group could
learn about the Seven Sorrows Rosary,
or the Chaplet of Divine Mercy, or the
Angelus. Devotions are a great way to
learn to meditate on the life of Jesus –
often through the eyes of Our Blessed
Mother or a saint.
• Make a pilgrimage to a nearby
shrine or basilica. If you are a US
reader, here are some Catholic Shrines
and churches to explore stateside. In
making a pilgrimage, you will have time
to get to know your sisters in Christ and
have some dedicated time for prayer and
contemplation.
• Participate in Stations of the
Cross each Friday. During Lent, we
remember Christ’s walk to the site of
his crucifixion. The meditation helps
us to understand the depth of Christ’s
love for us. These Scriptural Stations
of the Cross are a deep reflection on
Christ’s passion. Some communities pair
Friday stations of the cross with a soup
dinner. This would be a great way not
only to pray and break bread together,
but it is also an opportunity to make
an invitation for others to join in your
fellowship. For my Archdiocese for the
Military Services, USA readers, check
continued on next page.
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out the Military Way of the Cross by
Anni Harry at Beautiful Camouflage.

re-focus on the foundational relationship
that you have with Jesus.

• Host a recipe exchange of
meatless recipes. This will help
everyone remember to abstain
from meat on Fridays. I
recently gave a talk on my
book Joyful Momentum to
the Catholic women’s group at
Ft. Meade, Maryland. After
the talk, they presented me with
a Lenten recipe book of meatless
dishes that included everything from a
hearty kale soup, to a “lent-shi” (sushi)
roll. I’m grateful for the new ideas and
my kids will be happy to have something
more interesting than peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches for lunch.

Pray for the seminarians in
your diocese on “Seminarian
Saturday.” Each Saturday, the
women’s ministry that I work
with, the Military Council
of Catholic Women, has
“Seminarian Saturday” when
we post the name and picture
of one of our archdiocese’s
seminarians on our social media
and then collectively pray for that
man’s formation and priesthood. Bring
“Seminarian Saturday” into your women’s
group and pray for the seminarians in
your diocese.

• Make a decision in your women’s
group to give something up together.
Does your women’s group love gathering
over a cup of coffee? What if you
decided to give up the comfort of coffee
as a Lenten fast? (I know, I know. I
can hear the groaning.) But think how
good that coffee talk will be during the
first week of Easter!
• Instead of ladies’ night out, meet
for a holy hour. Fasting during Lent
should include abstaining from meat on
Fridays, but it can also involve refraining
from doing enjoyable activities as a
sacrifice. Swapping out ladies’ night out
for a holy hour together is a fast and a
prayer that can help your community

•

• Feed the hungry. Reach out to a
local food pantry, Catholic charity, or
homeless shelter and serve a meal to the
hungry each week during Lent. Pope
Francis says, “Lent is a favorable season
for opening the doors to all those in
need and recognizing in them the face of
Christ.”
• Take up a collection. If your
women’s group meets weekly, consider
taking up a collection at your gatherings
and donating the collection to your
parish, the bishop’s Lenten appeal, or
another Catholic charity.
• Make blessing bags for the needy.
Often when I’m in my car at a red light,
a homeless person will approach me and
continued on next page.
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ask for food or money. Make “blessing
bags” to give to those in need. They could
be simple ziplock bags with toiletries,
gloves, socks, granola bars, or a few dollars
to keep in your car so that you can quickly
help someone in need.
If your women’s group prays, fasts, and gives
alms together this Lent, you may find that
your group wants to continue doing some
of this Lenten work throughout the year.
Be open to where the Holy Spirit may be
prompting your group. How is your women’s
group walking through Lent together?
Order Joyful Momentum Use Code “Tomlin”
for 20% discount.
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